
 
THE ART OF LIVING: 

BIOTECH SOLUTIONS FOR THE FUTURE
 

The microbiome and related biogenetic technologies are shifting the paradigm

of hygiene, beauty and personal care. Formulating cosmetics becomes the art

of playing with living ingredients, prompting revolutionary innovations for the

Beauty market.

 
Foreword from NYSCC 
 
 Pushing the boundaries of scientific innovation is the trademark of Suppliers’
Day and NYSCC Member Companies, so leadership in microbiomics for
cosmetics will naturally be a featured component at the NYC event in May. 

  
 
An SCC sponsored CEP workshop May 14th (the day before Suppliers’ Day
opens) -- Cosmetic Scientific Terminology for Sales & Marketing -- will help
novices understand the science and terminology of skin aging as well as
utilization of “omics” technologies (such as genomics, proteomics, lipidomics)
and to the skin microbiome.

  
 Skin microbiome is, without contest, a full player in beauty and well-being.  It is
talked about as being the new, unavoidable solution.  Communication to the
consumer is key and their adoption of the products comes with their education.

  
 From probiotics and prebiotics, from gut microbiota research that promote
beneficial effects to the skin, to more sophisticated cosmetic precursors
activated by our skin microbes developed by Givaudan’s Applied Microbiomics
Centre of Excellence, these biotech solutions are part of future formulations. 
Learn of what’s happening at Givaudan Active Beauty and discover how you
need to invest your resources to compete and embrace the art of living in
cosmetic chemistry.

  
 Denis Wahler 
Global Manager Technology Partnerships, Givaudan
 
Click here to download the full whitepaper on skin microbiome. 
 

 
THE MICROBIOTA: THE GREAT PARADIGM SHIFT!
 
Forget all that you know about hygiene! The invisible micro-worlds
(microbiome, mycobiome, virome) ruled by bacteria, fungi and viruses,
that have long been combatted or ignored in the name of hygiene, are
now under the spotlight. These micro-ecosystems, living on and inside us,
are a flourishing topic on both a scientific and economic level. During the
last two years, publications on microbiota have multiplied, as seen in
Cultured, I Contain Multitudes, The Human Superorganism or The
Dirt Cure. The message is clear: according to these books, people are
healthier when in contact with bacteria. Having evolved in perfect
symbiosis with humans over centuries, they are said to stimulate genes,
regulate the immune system, interact with emotions and even participate
in the development of human cognitive capacities.

   
REVEALING THE BEAUTY OF MICROBIOLOGY 
 
By tapping into the world of bacteria and microbes, contemporary art
and design have helped revert the perception that they are dirty and
repulsive. With Navel gazing: portraits of the bacteria in our belly
buttons, American artist Joana Ricou collaborated with biologists to
transform navel microbiomes into art. Presented at the Nonhuman
Subjectivities: The Other Selves exhibition in Berlin (2016), her work
was a creative way of explaining that each individual microbiome is unique
and part of one’s identity. Meanwhile, English bacteriologist Simon Park
used cellulose-producing bacteria to print Charles Darwin’s On the Origin
of Species! Displayed at the Edinburgh International Science Festival
(2016), this project revealed the endless opportunities bacteria offer: from
the creation of colors to molecular and genetic engineering. The
Biodesign Challenge gave students, from 24 prestigious American art
and design schools, the opportunity to explore the applications of biotech
in collaboration with bio-experts. At the end of the semester, the best
projects were selected and featured at The Future Will Be Grown exhibit
at the School of Visual Arts in New York City (June 2017).

THE MICROBIOME: A NEW ECONOMY 
 
On the economic fields, the microbiome is everywhere. Following the Human
Microbiome Project (HMP) initiated by the National Institutes of Health in 2008,
the White House announced the launch of the Microbiome Initiative in 2016.
$500 million have been invested in the study of the bacterial communities that
inhabit all living things: intestines, soils, oceans and the atmosphere. These
projects are proof that natural micro-biotic technologies are attracting massive
investments, for they will unlock promising innovations for health, energy,
fashion and design. In the food industry, probiotics and prebiotics are gaining
momentum with a fast-growing market of dietary supplements as well as
fermented food and beverages (kombucha, kefir, kimchi, Pu’Erh tea…).

  
 THE FUTURE OF MICROBIOME: BUSINESS IMPLICATIONS FOR THE
BEAUTY INDUSTRY 
 
Major brands and suppliers now consider the microbiome as a strategic field of
exploration for R&D, scientific innovation and future market developments. In
this context, the following ideas will be key:

  
 ADOPT A HOLISTIC VISION OF BEAUTY

 Taking the living microbiota into consideration supports a “holistic” approach to
health and beauty. It envisions care and well-being as part of a larger process
both inside and outside of the body: everything is alive and works together! It
suggests new holistic rituals combining F&B or supplement regimes with
probiotic cosmetic treatments.

  
 HYGIENE MEANS BALANCE

 Formulating micro-biotic cosmetics does not mean having to choose between
good or bad bacteria. It means creating and stabilizing more balanced
microbiome ecosystems, both inside the body and on the skin. Tomorrow’s
cosmetic innovations will have to focus on solutions involving probiotic formulas
or prebiotic ingredients that foster balanced bacterial ecosystems and apply
selective cleansing principles. One could imagine they would help restore
balanced skin affected by repeated treatments and layering rituals in Asia!

  
 COMBINE NATURAL & MICROBIOTIC INGREDIENTS

 As ecological concerns continue to rise, natural ingredients with high levels of
probiotics (like the Italian vegetable puntarella) and prebiotics (Yacon which is
said to have one of the highest concentration of all plants) represent fantastic
opportunities. These “green formulas” will also require appropriate natural and
sustainable preservatives.

INVENT REVOLUTIONARY CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS
 Considering every individual has a unique “microbiota identity”, the opportunity

to provide personalized diagnosis of the inner or external microbiotopes (hands,
face, hair) opens up unseen formulas and treatments that target specific needs
and take into account cultural habits, physiological biotopes as well as lifestyle
choices (food, environment, chronobiology and life rhythms, etc).

  

 
GUARANTEE CONTROL AND SECURITY

 Formulating micro-biotic cosmetics must resolve the challenge of creating
products that are both stable and alive. Brands and suppliers will have to
provide strong proof of effectiveness, but also complete control of bacterial
proliferation (a deal breaker for most US consumers). Adapting communication,
managing consumer education and developing new labels (“Proliferation
Control”) will be key to product acceptance!

  

Registration is open – Sign up today! All attendees registered before April 15th will
automatically be entered to win a trip to the IFSCC Congress in the Fall! 

 
Click here to register

 
About PeclersParis 
 
Founded in 1970, PeclersParis, leader in
visionary trends, brand & style strategy
and innovation, offers exclusive trend
publications, online trend services and
customized consulting. Based on a unique
approach to analyzing and interconnecting
the most forward-looking socio-cultural,
aesthetic and beauty trends with a
targeted understanding of what people
desire tomorrow, PeclersParis helps
brands define a new vision for their
markets, and translate them into brand &
style strategies and creative concepts that
lead to more desirable products and
services. 
 
peclersparis.com
 

 
About NYSCC 
 
Dedicated to the advancement of
cosmetic science, the New York Society
of Cosmetic Chemists, strives to
increase and disseminate scientific
information through meetings and
publications. By promoting research in
cosmetic science and industry, and by
setting high ethical, professional and
educational standards, we reach our goal
of improving the qualifications of cosmetic
scientists. Our mission is to further the
interests and recognition of cosmetic
scientists while maintaining the confidence
of the public in the cosmetic and toiletries
industry. 
 
nyscc.org
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help us maintain a healthy weight, increase energy and focus…
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